








Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Greater Sydney Commission’s draft 

plan for the Central District. 

Save Barton Park Inc. is a community group formed in response to a DA which threatens to 

privatise a significant amount of publicly owned land including Crown land at Cooks Cove. The 

surrounding area includes Wolli Creek, Arncliffe and Banksia Priority Precincts. We are very 

concerned that a sharp rise in population density is occurring without prior increase in medical, 

education and transport infrastructure, and will significantly decrease the liveability of the area.

Consultation with local councils 

The proposed Central District Plan will affect the local government area of Bayside.

Under the current consultation timeline Bayside Council will not be properly involved in 

responding to the Central District Plan. This council was forcibly amalgamated, does not have 

any elected representation and is currently being overseen by a government appointed 

Administrator. It is unclear how this consultation process can be considered genuine when this 

community is not being democratically represented. 

We believe that the consultation on these initial draft plans must be extended until March 2018 to 

ensure that councillors elected in September 2017 are able to understand the detail and impact of 

the draft District Plans, properly consult with their local communities and respond to the 

proposals. 

Delivering on Infrastructure must not be linked to ever higher housing prices 

This draft plan, like each of the Commission’s draft District Plans notes the historic failure of 

Sydney’s development to be accompanied by adequate infrastructure. It identifies what many see 

as a free- loader problem. When significant new infrastructure is delivered to an area, local land 

values increase and to date none of this increase has been captured by local or state authorities to 

help defray the cost of the infrastructure investment. 

To seek to address this problem the draft plan talks of the need to have some “value sharing” or 

“value capture” in the planning system. The asserted benefits of such a scheme are said to be to: 



“• unlock new funding to make economically beneficial infrastructure more affordable • spread 

the costs of new infrastructure more equitably among its beneficiaries 

• improve projects by providing incentives for governments to plan and design infrastructure 

with wider land use benefits in mind.” 

While there clearly is some benefit in exploring such measures to allow for increased 

infrastructure in the greater Sydney region, any overall scheme that is designed around a further 

increase in Sydney’s land values as the means of paying for infrastructure is deeply problematic. 

Sydney housing prices are already cripplingly high. The idea that the main planning authority in 

Sydney is proposing measures that will further increase land values to deliver infrastructure for 

what will, even at current prices, primarily be new development for a wealthy elite, is not the 

solution to the city’s infrastructure problems. 

A fairer way to fund infrastructure 

What would be more acceptable would be a provision that allows a proportion of any increase in 

land value as a result of a rezoning decision to be captured for infrastructure payments. Where 

land is rezoned from low density residential to high density residential then the owner receives 

an enormous capital gain solely because of the planning decision. 

This increase in value is created by society, not the owner, through the planning decision and 

therefore it is only appropriate that a fair share of this uplift is captured by the local and/or state 

government at that time. This form of value capture would do three main things: 

1. It would be a fair method that allows society to recoup a fair proportion of the increased 

capital value that was created solely by society’s planning decision 

2. It is closely targeted to those properties that have received the bene t from a rezoning and is 
viewed by broader society as fair, and 3. It works to reduce land speculation and therefore 

housing prices by limiting the bene t land speculators receive by land banking and rezoning 

activities. 

What is even more problematic in the draft plan is the absence of a viable mechanism to allow 

for value capture. As the draft plan notes: 

“We will continue to work across government on the amount, mechanisms and purpose of value 

sharing to create a more consistent approach to capturing value for public bene t, complementary 

with other existing mechanisms.” 

This is not an acceptable solution. It is awed in that it relies on further increasing land values and 



so vague and uncertain in its application that it cannot be anything like a reliable tool to deliver 

the much-needed infrastructure in Sydney. 

For these reasons, we urge the Commission to redirect its attention from seeking value capture 

from land value increases caused by infrastructure delivery to value capture from land value 

increases created by rezoning and other financially beneficial planning decisions. 

Making developers pay the real social cost of development 

In addition to seeking value capture through new mechanisms the GSC and the District Plans 

should look to existing mechanisms to recover from developers the real social cost of increased 

development. The primary legislative mechanism that is currently used to make developers 

contribute to the social costs of development is s94 of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act.

Following years of pressure from the development industry, local councils have been capped in 

the amounts they can seek from developers under s94. The current caps are $30,000 per 

residential dwelling in green field areas and $20,000 per residential dwelling in all other areas. 

These caps are both arbitrary and damaging to the development of Sydney. The current 

mechanism to seek modest variations on these caps through IPART is slow, bureaucratic and 

unreasonably constrained. 

Not only is the current s94 mechanism ridiculously complex and unreasonably limited in 

quantum, it is also unreasonably constrained. It limits councils to seeking contributions for 

facilities on the “essential works list.” This list includes only the following: 

• land for open space (for example, parks and sporting facilities) including base level 
embellishment • land for community services (for example, childcare centres and libraries) 

• land and facilities for transport (for example, road works, traffic management and pedestrian 
and cyclist facilities), but not including car parking • land and facilities for storm water 

management, and • the costs of plan preparation and administration 

One of the most notable gaps in this list is the acquisition of land and the undertaking of works 

for environmental purposes e.g., bushland regeneration or riparian corridors. These works are

expressly excluded from the definition of essential works. Equally problematic is the inability of 

councils to recover funds for commuter parking at train stations or any other new transport 

infrastructure. 

The Commission, whether through an amended draft plan or in its other advocacy work with the 



state government, should be publicly calling for the removal of artificial restrictions on s94 

developer contributions. The basic premise should be that development pays for the social costs 

that it imposes on the community. This should not be controversial. 

Tree Canopy and Biodiversity 

There is insufficient acknowledgement from the Commission that our cities must play a key role 

in maintaining and enhancing biodiversity. This benefits residents every bit as much as our 

native flora and fauna. 

We know that Sydney has been sweltering over the past few summers and that with climate 

change extreme heat will become more common. It is therefore remarkable that the District Plan 

has no analysis of our city’s tree canopy cover, let alone targets for increased tree cover. 

We know from studies including the comprehensive 2016 US EPA study on urban heat islands 

that increased tree canopy improves life expectancy, cleans the air, reduces energy use and 

greenhouse gas emissions, reduces road and footpath maintenance costs, reduces urban heat 

island effects and generally improves the outlook and liveability of our city. 

The 2016 US EPA study found that tree canopy and green open space both significantly reduce

urban temperatures. The benefits include: 

• Reduced energy use: Trees and vegetation that directly shade buildings decrease demand for air 
conditioning. • Improved air quality and lower greenhouse gas emissions: By reducing energy 

demand, trees and vegetation decrease the production of associated air pollution and greenhouse 

gas emissions. They also remove air pollutants and store and sequester carbon dioxide. 

• Enhanced storm-water management and water quality: Vegetation reduces runoff and improves 
water quality by absorbing and filtering rainwater. • Reduced pavement maintenance: Tree 

shade can slow deterioration of street pavement, decreasing the amount of maintenance needed. 

• Improved quality of life: Trees and vegetation provide aesthetic value, habitat for many 

species, and can reduce noise. 

The bene t from tree cover in reducing urban temperatures is unambiguous. As the US EPA 

report concludes: 

Evapotranspiration, alone or in combination with shading, can help reduce peak summer air 

temperatures. Various studies have measured the following reductions: 

• Peak air temperatures in tree groves that are 9oF (5oC) cooler than over open terrain. • Air 



temperatures over irrigated agricultural fields that are 6oF (3oC) cooler than air over bare 

ground. 

• Suburban areas with mature trees that are 4 to 6oF (2 to 3oC) cooler than new suburbs without 
trees. • Temperatures over grass sports fields that are 2 to 4oF (1 to 2oC) cooler than over 

bordering areas. 

A peer reviewed 2016 report on tree canopy in Toronto found that: 

Having 10 more trees in a city block, on average, improves health perception in ways 

comparable to an increase in annual personal income of $10,000 and moving to a neighbourhood 

with $10,000 higher median income or being 7 years younger. We also find that having 11 more 

trees in a city block, on average, decreases cardio-metabolic conditions in ways comparable to an 

increase in annual personal income of $20,000 and moving to a neighbourhood with $20,000 

higher median income or being 1.4 years younger. 

Urban tree canopy also provides critical habitat for native species and green corridors that link 

the many otherwise isolated reserves and parks throughout the city. 

Specific targets to increase urban tree canopy should be part of the District plans. It is achievable 

to seek a 10% increase in tree canopy every five years with rolling annual targets being set and 

monitored by satellite observation. This should include city-wide guidelines for suitable 

plantings with a focus on the extent of tree cover, encouraging native flora and fauna and asset 

protection. 

Bayside West Precincts

We would like the Commission to explicitly articulate the importance of the following, and how 
it will be achieved:

Connectivity between town centres and local schools,
A clear target for publicly accessible open space, especially at Cooks Cove South 
including Barton Park. All Crown land set aside for public recreation must be retained for 
this purpose and remain publicly accessible,
Extra playing fields for sports other than golf,
A local employment hub on Cooks Cove North,
Increased number of local public schools, not larger schools,
Increase capacity of the Illawarra train line before any new housing is built.

Connectivity



Rockdale, Banksia and Arncliffe town centres need to be connected to each other and to local 

schools with mixed use bicycle and pedestrian paths. Many parents and children currently make 

their way to and from the local schools on foot, along noisy and intimidating roads such as the 

Princes Highway, often pushing prams. Many more parents and their children would consider 

this option if there were dedicated footpaths away from the Princes Highway, on which they 

could feel safe from the cars and trucks using the roads. 

Publicly accessible open space

We are very concerned about the deficit of publicly accessible open space in the area to which 

the Central District Plan applies. When referring to open space of any kind there is no reference 

in the District Plan to the kind of access provided to each area, such as whether it is publicly 

accessible or not. This must be remedied by designating green open space to be publicly 

accessible. 

Many people do not have backyards to enjoy because they live in apartments. These people are 

particularly at risk from recently identified diseases such as Nature Deficit Disorder. Recent 

research in the medical, public health and urban design literature1 shows the importance of 

publicly accessible green open space for both physical and mental public health. The beautiful 

river fore shore, landing lights wetlands and the playing fields are particularly important in this 

respect. Recent increases in the density of the local population, including at Wolli Creek and 

Rockdale, together with planned future population increases at Arncliffe and Banksia, increase 

the importance of public green open space such as parks and playing fields. The recent 

development proposal by Cooks Cove Inlet Pty Ltd would cause a net loss of about 56 hectares 

of public free open space at Barton Park, and a net loss of 2 large playing fields, 1 baseball field 

and 2 mini fields. This would be unacceptable. Therefore, the proposal should not be supported.

Milligan, C., Gatrell, A., and Bingley, A. (2004). 'Cultivating health': Therapeutic landscapes 
and older people in northern England. Soc Science & Med, 58. doi:10.1016/s0277-
9536(03)00397-6

Pleasant, A., Scanlon, M. M., and Pereira-Leon, M. (2013). Literature review: Environmental 
design and research on the human health effects of open spaces in urban areas. Human Ecology 
Review, 20(1), 36-49,67.

Sarkar, C., Webster, C., and Gallacher, J. (2014). Healthy Cities : Public Health through Urban 
Planning Retrieved from 



Playing fields

Newspaper reports2 support what locals already know, which is that we have a shortage of sports 

fields. For this reason, all the fields at Cooks Cove South need to be maintained and provided 

with facilities such as public toilets so children can use the fields. Cooks Cove South should not 

be considered for a golf course, given the low membership, the large area of land required for 

golf, and the shortage of public open space in the Bayside area in general. Therefore, a golf

course does not fit the category of "highest and best use" of the land.

Employment – local jobs

The District Plan acknowledges that local employment hubs are very important for liveability 

because they reduce the time that people need to spend commuting. However, not enough detail 

is given about where and how any hubs will be created. As the Bayside West area already has 

enough new residential development3, job creation is now more important. The Cooks Cove 

North area would be an ideal place for an employment hub because it is currently occupied by a 

golf club with a steadily decreasing membership and which has already been affected by 

WestConnex. If the golf club members can be suitably compensated, they may be happy to sell 

their land for such a project.

Schools

Currently, many local schools are already at capacity. For example, Arncliffe Public School has 

around 420 students, which is an ideal size for such an institution because the Principal can get to 

know each child, but there are enough children to form clubs such as chess club. Primary schools 

should not be forced to take many more students, because they become more impersonal and 

overwhelming for students to navigate.

The proposed new primary school at Cooks Cove is located next to the WestConnex unfiltered 

exhaust stack and operations compound. Abnormalities in fungi were found in Wolli Bush linked 

to diesel exhaust from the nearby M5 exhaust stack4. This suggests that the exhaust fumes are 
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toxic and can change the biology of organisms in the surrounding area. The precautionary 

principle needs to be applied here, such that no schools can be built in the area around the 

exhaust stacks or on-and off-ramps.

Train lines

Currently, the Illawarra train line is at capacity. This is a problem which will take a considerable 

amount of time to remedy. Any re-zoning of Arncliffe, Banksia or Cooks Cove for residential 

development would have a catastrophic effect on the amenity of this transport mode due to 

severe over-crowding. No new development should be allowed until extra capacity has been 

created on the Illawarra train line and the Airport Train fares have been reduced to standard 

suburban rates. 

Roads

Many local roads are also at capacity, with Marsh Street being particularly affected due to 

motorists wishing to access the airport. Any population increase is likely to make traffic even 

more congested than it already is. The surrounding arterial road network will be saturated 

anyway due to WestConnex and other nearby development. The District Plan needs to take these 

traffic problems into account and prohibit additional residential development until the transport 

infrastructure can cope.

Future Road Projects

Cooks Cove North is located near the WestConnex stub for the planned F6. Details of this 

project are scarce, but it is reasonable to expect that if it goes ahead, adjacent receivers will be 

exposed to years of high impact construction. If completed, a second unfiltered exhaust stack 

will be located near the proposed WestConnex stack and operations compound. It is also 

reasonable to expect on / off ramps in this location future exacerbating Arncliffe’s chronic traffic 

congestion if the project goes ahead. Furthermore, the F6 corridor comprises the last remnants of 

green space in the Arncliffe and Rockdale area, including sports fields and internationally 

significant wetlands. Any southern extension of WestConnex or the F6 should thus be explicitly 

ruled out.

Cooks Cove North is unsuitable for residential development

As a rule of thumb, people will walk up to 1km to access good quality public transport. Cooks 

Cove falls outside the perimeter for reasonable access to public transport as Arncliffe and Wolli 



Creek stations are more than 1km (network distance) from Cooks Cove and suggestions for 

shuttle buses would not work due to the traffic problems that exist on Marsh St. Additional 

residential development would cause more rat-running on local residential streets.

This area will be subject to high concentrations of air toxins from the airport, WestConnex 

exhaust stacks, and major highways (e.g., Marsh St, Princes Highway). Noise from the airport is 

also at very high levels there. We believe it to be irresponsible to house large numbers of 

families there, exposing them to such health hazards. The Central District Plan needs to set this 

area aside for other uses instead, such as an employment hub.

We hope that the information above will help the Commission to formulate a better Central 

District Plan.

Sincerely,

Greta Werner

Spokesperson

Save Barton Park Inc


